Deciduous Course 1

Start at Point 1

Go 285 degrees for 51 feet

Go 30 degrees for 56 feet

Go 116 degrees for 75 feet

Go 238 degrees for 54 feet

Go 209 degrees for 61 feet

Go 100 degrees for 50 feet

Go 184 degrees for 157 feet

Go 358 degrees for 218 feet

Decoder: 1, B, F, O, W, Q, K, T, 3

B=L
G=R
E=A
1=E
F=V
K=M
I=D
P=G
J=P
V=O
S=U
1=E

Unscramble and fill in the mystery word

Mystery Word: ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

Remember- Put Red in the Shed and follow Fred